Bioorthogonal Photo-Catalytic Activation of an Anti-Cancer Prodrug by Riboflavin
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Abstract

Chemotherapies for cancer treatment usually suffer from poor targeting ability and serious side-effects. To improve the treatment efficiency and reduce side effects, photoactivatable chemotherapy has been recently proposed for precise cancer treatment with high spatiotemporal resolution. However, most photoactivatable prodrugs require decoration by stoichiometric photo-cleavable groups, which are only responsive to ultraviolet irradiation and suffer from low reaction efficiency. To tackle these challenges, we herein propose a bioorthogonal photo-catalytic activation strategy with riboflavin as the catalyst for in situ transformation of prodrug dihydrochelerythrine (DHCHE) prodrug into anti-cancer drug chelerythrine (CHE), which can efficiently kill cancer cells and inhibit in vivo tumor growth under light irradiation. Meanwhile, the photo-catalytic transformation from DHCHE into CHE was in situ monitored by green-to-red fluorescence conversion, which can be used for precise control of the therapeutic dose. The photocatalytic mechanism was also fully explored by means of density functional theory (DFT) calculations. We believe this imaging-guided bioorthogonal photo-catalytic activation strategy is promising for cancer chemotherapy in clinical applications.

1. Introduction

Chemotherapy usually suffers from serious side-effects due to the off-target toxicity.[1] Therefore, it’s highly desirable for precise activation of chemotherapy at tumor sites to improve treatment efficiency and reduce side effects. To achieve precise cancer treatment, various external stimuli-responsive strategies have been proposed for in situ activation of prodrugs, such as pH, enzymes and photoirradiation.[2] Among these methods, the photoactivation strategy is featured with the significant advantage of high spatiotemporal resolution and is especially suitable for treatment of shallow-seated tumors.[3] However, conventional photoactivatable chemotherapy usually requires decoration of chemotherapeutics with stoichiometric photo-responsive groups,[4] which not only require
tedious synthetic procedures for preparation, but also suffer from low photoactivation efficiency and easy generation of toxic byproducts. Moreover, most of current photo-responsive groups are only responsive to cytotoxic ultraviolet (UV) irradiation with low absorption coefficients, which seriously restrict their in vivo applications.\textsuperscript{[4c]}

Recently, photocatalytic activation of chemotherapeutics has been proposed to greatly improve the chemotherapy efficiency.\textsuperscript{[5]} Compared with metal catalysts, biogenic organic photocatalysts are more attractive for in vivo applications with excellent biocompatibility.\textsuperscript{[6]} For example, riboflavin (Rf) as the precursor of flavin cofactors has been used for the activation of Pt\textsuperscript{IV} and Ru\textsuperscript{IV} prodrugs via photo-reduction reactions.\textsuperscript{[7-8]} Herein, based on our previous study of photoactivatable imaging and cancer therapies,\textsuperscript{[9]} we proposed a biorthogonal photocatalytic strategy with riboflavin as the photocatalyst for in situ activation of the non-toxic prodrug dihydrochelerythrine (DHCHE) into anticancer drug chelerythrine (CHE) under white light or blue light irradiation. The photocatalytic mechanism was fully explored by means of density functional theory (DFT) calculations. With A375 cancer cells and melanoma tumor bearing mice as a model, the combination of “DHCHE + Rf” under light irradiation showed a high efficiency for killing of cancer cells and inhibition of in vivo tumor growth. Meanwhile, the photocatalytic activation from DHCHE into CHE can be in situ monitored by green-to-red fluorescence conversion, which can be used for precise control of the therapeutic dose.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1 Photocatalytic transformation from DHCHE into CHE

With DHCHE as the prodrug, we first screened a series of photocatalysts to promote its transformation into anticancer drug CHE, including [Ru(bpy)\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{2+}, tetraphenylporphyrin, Al(III) phthalocyanine chloride tetrasulfonic acid, hemin, methylene blue, rose bengal, 9-mesityl-10-methylacridinium perchlorate and riboflavin (Figure S1, Supporting Information). Among these photocatalysts, only riboflavin can efficiently promote the transformation from
DHCHE into CHE, which was verified by UV-Vis absorption and HPLC spectra measurement (Figure 1B-D). As shown in Figure 1C, for “DHCHE (100 μM) + Rf (50 μM)” in aqueous solution under white light irradiation (34 mW cm$^{-2}$), the absorption intensities at 266 nm and 318 nm gradually increased, which can be ascribed to the generation of CHE. The conversion efficiency from DHCHE to CHE also increased with the increasing Rf concentration, which was verified by the absorbance spectra measurement (Figure S2, Supporting Information). The photocatalytic transformation from DHCHE into CHE was also verified by HPLC spectra measurement. For “DHCHE (0.5 mg mL$^{-1}$) + Rf (0.05 mg mL$^{-1}$)” under blue light irradiation (500 nm, 50 mW cm$^{-2}$) for 30 min, the integration value of DHCHE peak decreased from 95.7% to 5.3%, while the integration value of CHE peak increased from 0.4% to 70.1% (Figure 1E, Figure S3, Supporting Information). Interestingly, a faster transformation from DHCHE into CHE was observed in weakly acidic solution (pH = 6) than in neutral or weakly basic solution (pH = 7 or 8) (Figure S4, Supporting Information), which suggests the combination of “DHCHE + Rf” under light irradiation is especially suitable for photoactivatable treatment of tumor with a weakly acidic environment (pH ~6).[^10]

### 2.2 Photocatalytic mechanism

Computational approaches were exploited to shed light on the photocatalytic mechanism of DHCHE conversion to CHE by Rf. A possible photocatalytic reaction mechanism was proposed in Scheme 2. Upon light irradiation, Rf singlet exited state can undergo intersystem crossing (ISC) to triplet state $^{3}$Rf$^*$ and then react with DHCHE via an electron transfer process to afford Rf$^-$ and DHCHE$^{•+}$, which then undergo hydrogen abstraction reaction to yield HRf$^-$ and CHE. The HRf$^-$ intermediate can be oxidized by oxygen to regenerate Rf (Figure S5, Supporting Information).[^11] In order to verify that the excited triplet state $^{3}$Rf$^*$ as an electron acceptor is critical to promote the transformation from DHCHE into CHE, Trolox was used as an electron donor to quench $^{3}$Rf$^*$ and the photocatalytic transformation was efficiently
inhibited (Figure S6, Supporting Information).\(^{[12]}\) Moreover, the low oxidation potential of DHCHE \((E_{\text{ox}} = 0.25 \text{ V})\) suggests that it can be easily oxidized by \(^3\text{Rf}^*\) \((E_{\text{ox}} = 1.77 \text{ V})\) via photoinduced electron transfer process (Figure S7, Supporting Information).\(^{[13]}\)

The computational exploration of the photophysical Rf properties confirms that it can be excited under blue light irradiation causing a \(\pi\rightarrow\pi^*\) transition (as evidenced by HOMO and LUMO plots in Figure 2A) and then an intersystem spin crossing from the bright state to the triplet manifold can occur. Indeed, the spin-orbit coupling values, accounting for ISC kinetics, suggest the viability of a preferential ISC channel \(S_1 \rightarrow T_1\) \((\text{SOC} = 14.2 \text{ cm}^{-1})\), here labelled as \(^3\text{Rf}^*\).

To further ascertain that an electron transfer from DHCHE to \(^3\text{Rf}^*\) could occur and to evaluate the energy gain of this process, the computation of radical anion and cation of Rf and DHCHE energies, respectively, were taken into consideration. With respect to the reactants’ energy sum \((^3\text{Rf}^* + \text{DHCHE})\), the electron shift for \(\text{Rf}^-\) and \(\text{DHCHE}^+\) formation entails an energy gain of 12.9 kcal mol\(^{-1}\). Therefore, once Rf is excited and the \(^3\text{Rf}^*\) triplet state results populated, an electron is transferred from DHCHE to \(^3\text{Rf}^*\) to afford \(\text{Rf}^-\) and \(\text{DHCHE}^+\). From here, for the sake of comparison and to prove that the subsequent hydrogen abstraction from DHCHE by Rf is facilitated when the Rf in its triplet state is involved in the reaction mechanism, such step was explored even along the ground state singlet energy surface (black line in Figure 2B). In both spin multiplicities, the initial \((\text{Rf}^-\cdots\text{DHCHE})\) is characterized by a \(\pi\)-\(\pi\) stacking interaction (Figure S8A, Supporting Information) and is stabilized of 25.5 and 10.3 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) along the triplet and singlet energy surfaces, respectively with respect to the corresponding reference energies of separated reactants.

The analysis of the spin density of \(\text{Rf}^-\cdots\text{DHCHE}^+\) confirms the localization of the unpaired electrons on the key N atoms of Rf and DHCHE (Figure S8B, Supporting Information), as sketched in Scheme 2, accessible only along the triplet state energy surface. The hydrogen abstraction occurs through the transition state labelled TS\(_H\) in which the
hydrogen atom is almost transferred from the C atom of DHCHE to the N atom of Rf (Figure S8C, Supporting Information). The energy barrier to be overcome to yield \( \text{HRf}^- \) and CHE is significantly lower along the triplet surface than the singlet one (6.6 vs 21 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)). Along the triplet free energy profile such a transfer is realized by a hydrogen atom (H\(^+\)) migration starting from the \( \text{Rf}^-\cdots\text{DHCHE}^+ \) adduct in which the two unpaired electrons are localized separately on the two reactants, whereas along the singlet surface a hydride migration should occur. Along the kinetically favoured pathway (red line in Figure 2B) the whole reaction results only slightly endergonic. Therefore, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the reaction should be favoured if Rf is first excited and then reacts with DHCHE to afford the anticancer drug CHE.

The free energy surface describing a plausible restoring of Rf by molecular oxygen naturally present in the environment is reported in Figure 2C. At physiological pH, it can be hypothesized that the \( \text{HRf}^- \) species, formed according to the photocatalytic mechanism described above, is converted into its di-protonated form \( \text{H}_2\text{Rf} \) depicted in Scheme 2. Thus, the reaction between \( \text{H}_2\text{Rf} \) and \( \text{O}_2 \) leading to the formation of Rf and \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) was explored and the optimized structures of the intercepted stationary points are reported in Figure S9. As one of the reactants, molecular oxygen, is in its ground triplet state the reaction mechanism surely starts in triplet state. Along such free energy profile, the reaction passes through two transition state that require substantially different amounts of energy to be overcome. The first H-abstraction occurs overcoming an energy barrier of only 5.7 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) and the formed product, that is the adduct between \( \text{HRf} \) and \( \text{OOH} \) (\( \text{HRf}^-\cdots\text{OOH} \)), lies 3.1 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) above the reference. The subsequent H abstraction requires the overcoming of an energy barrier five times higher than the first one. However, the final product, that is the adduct between the restored Rf and the \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \), results much more stable along the singlet free energy surface (green line in Figure 2C). As a consequence, a spin crossing from the triplet to the singlet spin surface has to occur. In addition, all the numerous attempts carried out to locate a
transition state for the second hydrogen transfer along such surface failed, meaning that when the OOH moiety comes close to the NH site it is rapidly converted into H₂O₂ and the Rf is thus restored.

2.3 Cancer Cell Imaging and Killing

We then investigated the cancer cell imaging and killing ability of “Rf + DHCHE” with melanoma A375 cells as a model. For cells treated with “DHCHE (50 μM) + Rf (10 μM)” under white light irradiation (34 mW cm⁻²) for only 1.0 min, an obviously turn-on red fluorescence in nucleus and a decreased green fluorescence in cytoplasm was observed under confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) (Figure 3A-B). In contrast, only a green fluorescence was observed in cytoplasm for treatment with only DHCHE (50 μM) under light irradiation. These results suggest that Rf as a photocatalyst can efficiently promote the intramolecular transformation of green-emissive DHCHE in cytoplasm into red-emissive CHE with nucleus targeting ability.

The cancer cell killing ability of “Rf + DHCHE” was then investigated via MTT assay. The cancer cell viability decreased to almost zero by treatment with “DHCHE (20 μM) + Rf (5 μM)” under white light irradiation (34 mW cm⁻²) for 10 min (Figure 3E-F). In contrast, a high cell viability (>60%) was observed for treatment with only DHCHE (20 μM) or Rf (20 μM) (Figure 3C-D). These results suggest that the fast transformation from DHCHE into CHE catalyzed by Rf can efficiently kill cancer cells (Figure S10, Supporting Information).

The Annexin V-FITC/propidium iodide (PI) assay was then conducted for monitoring of cell apoptosis induced by “DHCHE + Rf” under light irradiation (+ L). The A375 cells were first treated with “DHCHE(50 μM) + Rf (10 μM)” for 30 min and then irradiated by white light (34 mW cm⁻²) for 10 min, the cytoplasm and nucleus were respectively stained with Annexin V-FITC/PI, which suggests “DHCHE + Rf (+ L)” can efficiently induce cancer cell apoptosis (Figure 4A). The flow cytometry analysis was also conducted and a much higher apoptotic ratio (61.40%) was observed for “DHCHE + Rf (+ L)” group than the other groups,
such as “DHCHE (+ L)” (12.95%) and “Rf (+ L)” (12.86%) (Figure 4B). The apoptosis mechanism was then investigated via quantitative reverse transcription PCR (qRT-PCR) analysis. A significantly higher expression of pro-apoptotic genes (Bax, P53 and Caspase-3) and a lower expression of anti-apoptotic gene (Bcl2) were observed for the “DHCHE + Rf (+ L)” group than the other groups (Figure 4C-D, Table S1, Supporting Information). The apoptosis-inducing ability of “DHCHE + Rf (+ L)” can be ascribed to the efficient transformation into cytotoxic CHE associating with generation of many reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Figure S11-S13, Supporting Information).[14]

2.4 Inhibition of Tumor Growth

The in vivo tumor inhibition experiment was performed with melanoma A375-bearing nude mice as a model, which were randomly divided into seven groups: Control, DHCHE, DHCHE (+ L), Rf, Rf (+ L), “DHCHE + Rf”, and “DHCHE + Rf (+ L)”. Different groups were treated with the corresponding agents every 2 days by intertumoral injection. For light irradiation (+ L) groups, the mice were irradiated under blue light irradiation (500 nm, 50 mW cm$^{-2}$) for 30 min after intertumoral injection of therapeutic agents. As shown in Figure 5B, the body weight of mice did not show obvious decrease for all groups after treatment for 14 days, whereas the tumor volume and weight of “DHCHE + Rf (+ L)” group was much lower than the other groups (Figure 5C-D). The tumors were then dissected and analyzed by hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and immunohistochemical staining (Figure 5E). For the “DHCHE + Rf (+ L)” group, an obviously increased vacuole and condensed nuclei were observed. It also showed the highest expression of pro-apoptotic Caspace-3 and lowest expression of anti-apoptotic Ki-67 among the treatment groups (Figure 5F). These results suggest that the tumor growth can be efficiently inhibited by “DHCHE + Rf (+ L)”.

2.5 In Vivo Biosafety Evaluation

In order to evaluate the biosafety, major organs were collected and analyzed by H&E staining after treatment for 14 days. Compared with healthy nude mice (blank group) and control
group treated with physiological saline, the “DHCHE + Rf (+ L)” group did not show obvious inflammation lesions or impairment (Figure 6A). Meanwhile, the expression level of blood indicators were comparable for different treatment groups, including blood urea nitrogen (BUN), alanine aminotransferase (ALT), aspartate aminotransferase (AST) and total protein (TP). These results suggest that “DHCHE + Rf (+ L)” has an excellent biocompatibility (Figure 6B-E).

3. Conclusion

In conclusion, we proposed a photocatalytic activation strategy for in situ and fast transformation of DHCHE into anticancer-active CHE with Rf as the bioorthogonal photocatalyst, which showed a high efficiency for inducing cancer cell apoptosis in vitro and inhibition of tumor growth in vivo. Meanwhile, the photocatalytic activation process can be in situ monitored by fluorescence imaging, which can be used for precise control of the therapeutic dose. We believe this biorthogonal photocatalytic activation strategy for chemotherapy is promising for precise cancer treatment.

4. Experimental Section

Cell Imaging: The A375 cells in culture media were first treated with “DHCHE (50 μM) + Rf (10 μM)” or DHCHE (50 μM) for 30 min, and then the cells were irradiated under white light irradiation (34 mW cm\(^{-2}\)) for different time. The CLSM images were then taken under confocal microscope. For DHCHE (green channel), \(\lambda_{\text{ex}} = 405\) nm, \(\lambda_{\text{em}} = 420-520\) nm. For CHE (red channel), \(\lambda_{\text{ex}} = 488\) nm, \(\lambda_{\text{em}} = 580-700\) nm. Scale bar = 20 μm.

Apoptosis In Situ Monitored by CLSM: The A375 cells in culture media were first treated with “DHCHE (50 μM) + Rf (10 μM)” for 30 min and further treated with Annexin V-FITC/PI for 10 min, then the cells were irradiated under white light irradiation (34 mW cm\(^{-2}\)) for different time. The CLSM images were then taken under confocal microscope. For DHCHE, \(\lambda_{\text{ex}} = 405\) nm, \(\lambda_{\text{em}} = 420-520\) nm. For CHE, \(\lambda_{\text{ex}} = 488\) nm, \(\lambda_{\text{em}} = 580-700\) nm. For Annexin V-FITC, \(\lambda_{\text{ex}} = 488\) nm, \(\lambda_{\text{em}} = 510-550\) nm. For PI, \(\lambda_{\text{ex}} = 543\) nm, \(\lambda_{\text{em}} = 560-625\) nm. Scale bar = 20 μm.
**Apoptosis Analyzed by Flow Cytometry:** The A375 cells were seeded into six-well plates (2.5 × 10^5 cells/well) for 24 h. After incubation of cells with different therapeutic agents for 30 min, including “DHCHE (20 μM) + Rf (10 μM)”, DHCHE (20 μM) and Rf (10 μM), the cells were further irradiated under white light irradiation (34 mW cm\(^{-2}\)) for 10 min. After further incubation at 37 °C for 24 h, the cells were collected and treated with Annexin V-FITC/PI for 15 min. The percentage of apoptotic ratio was then analyzed by flow cytometry.

**In Vivo Tumor Therapy:** All mice experiments were approved by Animal Center of South China University of Technology and were performed in compliance with the Regulation on the Administration of Laboratory Animals established by the State Council, the People’s Republic of China. Briefly, A375 cells (2 × 10^6) were subcutaneous injected into right back positions to establish the tumor model of Balb/c nude mice. When the tumor volume reached approximately 200 mm^3, the mice were randomly divided into seven groups: control group (PBS), DHCHE (2.0 mg kg\(^{-1}\)), DHCHE (+ L) group (2.0 mg kg\(^{-1}\)), Rf group (1.0 mg kg\(^{-1}\)), Rf (+ L) group (1.0 mg kg\(^{-1}\)), “DHCHE + Rf” group (2.0 mg kg\(^{-1}\) DHCHE and 1.0 mg kg\(^{-1}\) Rf), “DHCHE + Rf (+ L)” group (2.0 mg kg\(^{-1}\) DHCHE and 1.0 mg kg\(^{-1}\) Rf) (n = 5 for each group). The mice were treated with corresponding therapeutic agents every 2 days by intratumoral injection and the tumor region was irradiated with 500 nm light (50 mW cm\(^{-2}\), 30 min). During the treatment period, the tumor volume of all mice was measured every 2 days using a vernier caliper (tumor volume V = L * W\(^2\)/2, L is tumor length and W is tumor wide). After treatment for 14 days, all the mice were sacrificed and the major organs and tumors collected from the bodies were analyzed by H&E and immunohistochemical staining.
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Scheme 1. Schematic illustration of photo-catalytic transformation of prodrug DHCHE into anti-cancer drug CHE with riboflavin as the bioorthogonal photocatalyst.
Figure 1. A) The photooxidative transformation from DHCHE into CHE promoted by riboflavin (Rf) in solution of DMSO/water (v : v = 10 : 90). B) Absorption spectra of DHCHE, CHE and Rf in Britton-Robinson buffer solution (pH = 6, DMSO/water (v : v = 10:90)). [DHCHE] = 100 μM, [CHE] = 100 μM, [Rf] = 50 μM. C) UV-Vis absorption spectra of “DHCHE + Rf” in Britton-Robinson buffer solution (pH = 6, DMSO/water (v : v = 10 : 90)) under white light irradiation (34 mW cm⁻²). [DHCHE] = 100 μM, [Rf] = 50 μM; D E) Time-dependent HPLC spectra and conversion ratio of DHCHE in the presence of Rf under blue light irradiation (500 nm, 50 mW cm⁻²) ( [DHCHE] = 0.5 mg mL⁻¹, [Rf] = 0.05 mg mL⁻¹). ● CHE, ● DHCHE and ● Rf.
Scheme 2. The proposed reaction mechanism for catalyzed transformation from DHCHE into CHE with riboflavin as the photocatalyst.
Figure 2. Outcomes of computational exploration: A) photophysical behaviour of Rf, including excitation energies (eV) of the potentially involved states, SOCl (cm$^{-1}$) between them and HOMO and LUMO plots; B) free energy profile for Rf + DHCHE reaction leading to CHE production along the excited triplet (red line) and ground (black line) states of Rf (relative energies were calculated with respect to the sum of the energies of Rf in its ground state and DHCHE as reference; C) free energy profile for H$_2$Rf conversion to Rf along triplet (orange line) and singlet (green line) surfaces, the relative energies were calculated considering the sum of H$_2$Rf and ground state of oxygen ($^{3}$O$_2$) energies as reference.
Figure 3. A) Time-dependent CLSM images of A375 cells respectively incubated with DHCHE, “DHCHE + Rf” under white light irradiation (34 mW cm⁻²). [DHCHE] = 50 μM, [Rf] = 10 μM. For DHCHE (green channel), λ_ex = 405 nm, λ_em = 420-520 nm. For CHE (red channel), λ_ex = 488 nm, λ_em = 580-700 nm. Scale bar = 20 μm. C-F) Cytotoxicity of A375 cells by treatment with Rf, DHCHE and “DHCHE + Rf” at different concentration under dark and white light irradiation (34 mW cm⁻²) for 10 min.
**Figure 4.** A) CLSM images of A375 cells treated with “DHCHE + Rf” and further stained with Annexin V-FITC/PI. [DHCHE] = 50 μM, [Rf] = 10 μM. For Annexin V-FITC, λ exc = 488 nm, λ em = 510-550 nm. For PI, λ exc = 543 nm, λ em = 560-625 nm. Scale bar = 20 μm. B) Flow cytometric analysis of A375 cells treated with DHCHE, Rf, “DHCHE + Rf (+ L)” under dark or white light irradiation (34 mW cm⁻²) for 10 min. C) Gene expression levels of the pro-apoptotic (Bax, Caspase-3 and P53) and anti-apoptotic gene (Bcl2) analyzed by qRT-PCR. Expression levels were normalized to expression levels in control group cells. Bars with different characters are statistically different at *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 versus control. D) Schematic illustration of bioorthogonal photocatalyzed cancer chemotherapy strategy.
Figure 5. A) Schematic diagram of A375 tumor-bearing mice model development and treatment process. B) The body weight of tumor-bearing mice under control and treatment with DHCHE, DHCHE (+ L), Rf, Rf (+ L), “DHCHE + Rf”, “DHCHE + Rf (+ L)”, respectively. C) The tumor volume index of tumor-bearing mice after different treatments for 14 d. (Data are given as mean ± standard deviation (SD), n = 5, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001). D) The average tumor weight of tumor-bearing mice under control and treatment with DHCHE, DHCHE (+ L), Rf, Rf (+ L), “DHCHE + Rf”, “DHCHE + Rf (+ L)”, respectively. Bars with different characters are statistically different at *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 versus control. E) The photographs of tumors collected from different groups of A375 tumor-bearing mice at day 14. F) Representative images of H&E, Ki67 and Caspace-3 staining from tumor sections after the indicated treatments.
Figure 6. A) H&E staining of the major organs sections from healthy mice and A375 bearing mice at day 14 under blank (healthy nude mice), control and treatment with DHCHE, DHCHE (+ L), Rf, Rf (+ L), “DHCHE + Rf”, “DHCHE + Rf (+ L)”, respectively. Scale bar = 100 μm. B-E) Blood biochemistry indices of BUN, TP, ALT, AST. (Data are given as mean ± standard deviation (SD), n = 3).